9th Grade

Students should start their e-portfolio on Weebly in 9th grade. They will be building the outline for their portfolio in 9th grade English and as a Crew teacher you will be responsible for giving them time to add things to the portfolio every time it is necessary, for example at the end of an expedition. There is a model e-portfolio that can be found at [http://harborsideeportfoliotemplate.weebly.com](http://harborsideeportfoliotemplate.weebly.com).

Things that must be in by the end of 9th grade year:

Completed in English Class
- Homepage Created
- Set up all Pages (Home, Evidence of Personal Growth, Evidence of Learning, Expeditionary Learning, and Interests) and subpages for the entire e-portfolio

Completed in Crew Class
- Evidence of Personal Growth (please see website for descriptions of the pieces below)
  - Character Statement
  - Completed Brag Sheet (will be on the Harborside website)
  - 1 Reference Letter from a non-Harborside employee (scanned into website if you only receive a hard copy)
  - Test Scores (results posted in addition to reflection)
    - MAP
    - Explore
  - WisCareers (results posted in addition to reflection)
- Evidence of Learning (please see website for descriptions of the pieces below)
  - Add Middle School Portfolio (only if the student attended Harborside – if they did not attend Harborside they should remove that entire subpage from their portfolios)
  - Freshmen Year (Electronic work samples/pictures as well as captions to explain the sample for each expedition, math, electives, and intensives)
  - Freshmen Crew page (this must include a copy of the students service hour sheet for the year as well as anything else you see fit to put on the Crew page)
- Expeditionary Learning (please see website for descriptions of the pieces below)
  - Essay on all there is to know about Expeditionary Learning including what is different about EL, the History of EL, and how Harborside fits in the growth of the organization (mentor school).
- Senior Projects (please see website for descriptions of the pieces below)
  - They should complete nothing on their portfolio at this time for Senior projects
- Interests (please see website for descriptions of the pieces below)
  - They may add to this page and change it as they see fit. This is their page to have fun with and to personalize their portfolio and make it their own.